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Key Stage 1

National Curriculum Reference:
PSHE and Citizenship – 3g

Science 4 – 1a

Fire Safety Learning Objective:
Detection – All     Prevention – All

Teacher or CFS Officer Led

Activity Lesson Plan 

Year Group: 1 and 2 

Key Aims:
Through playing the interactive
game, pupils will learn about
potential fire hazards in the home
including electrical hazards,matches
and lighters, cooking, candles and
smoking. They will begin to
understand the function and
importance a smoke alarm has in
the home.

Resources:
Supplied:

� Interactive House of Hazards game.
� 1 x A4 Sort the Appliance worksheet

for Year 1 children.
� 1 x A4 Sort the Appliance worksheet

for Year 2 children.

Tell children that they will be learning
about fire hazards. Explain that a fire
hazard is something that might cause a
fire.

� Play the game with pupils identifying
potential fire hazards in the home.
Each of the four sections of the
house in the game has a different
number of hazards to find and a
timer. When a hazard is found text
will appear explaining why the items
may be dangerous.There are also
items that are not shown as hazards,
but warnings are also given to
reinforce fire safety messages.

� To the right is a list of things to
identify. Please note that it is not
necessary to cover them all and that
CFS Officers should discuss with the
teacher which hazards are most
appropriate for their children to be
aware of.

Use your own judgement as to what
hazards you feel you should discuss

� Decorative burning candle with no
adult in the room.

� Tea towel too close to the hob.

� Toaster being used beneath a 
kitchen cabinet.

� Cigarette left smouldering in an
overflowing ashtray.

� A lighter feft laying around.

� Fireplace without a fireguard.

� Mirror above the fireplace as people
can stand too close to the fire.

� Cooking on the hob and an iron left
on with no adult supervision.

� Frayed cords on appliances.

� Overloaded sockets.

Main Activity:
Introduction:
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Differentiation:
Some extension activities have been provided on the reverse of the poster for
more able pupils to work with.
Year 1 can sort the appliances according to the correct rooms 
Year 2 can sort the appliances according to function – for example “Which items
give us light?  Which give us heat?  Which produce sound?”

Ask children what they think they
should do if they see a fire hazard at
home. Discuss the following points:
– It is important they let a grown-up

know and not try to correct the
problem themselves.

– It is important to have a working
smoke alarm and that it is checked
weekly to make sure it is 
working properly.

Finish by giving the children copies of
the sort the appliance worksheet. Year
1 can sort according to which room
they might find the appliance.

Year 2 can sort into items that we
cook or heat with, use to provide 
light, or have for our entertainment.

Plenary:

� Hot drink left on the edge of the
work surface.

� Bedroom floor cluttered with toys
and impeding safe exit.

� Clothes on stairs impeding safe exit.

� Hair-dryer by the bathroom door.

� Blow heater on bedroom floor.

� No smoke alarm.

At the end of the game congratulate
children and point out that by being

aware of hazards we can prevent fires
and prevent people from being injured.
Stress the importance of having a fully
working smoke alarm so that if there is
a fire you have time to get out safely.
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